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TOPIC 6- DYNAMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 
6.2: WHICH DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY IS BEST? TD VS BU?
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G.R.  S.S.   C.P.

50:50 chance



LEARNING IS SUCCESSFUL WHEN I …

Know:

• A named example of a bottom up development strategy used in Zambia[2] 

• The advantages and disadvantages of the named scheme [3-4]

Understand:

• the social and economic impacts of the strategy [5]

• The extent to which it has delivered development for Zambia [6-9]



Room to Read
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Aim 1: to improve ?

Aim 2: to improve ??

How will they do this? 

In Zambia there is a particular focus upon ? education

What is the drop out rate for girls to boys?

Why is this?
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What impact has the 

scheme had locally?
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Room to Read works in these 

areas

https://www.roomtoread.org/countries/zambia/

https://www.roomtoread.org/countries/zambia/
file:///F:/OCR GCSE 9-1/6.2 Are LIDCs likely to stay poor/6.2c/L2 Room to Read - Our Work.mp4


What impact could the 

scheme have nationally?

18 

mins

Page

n/a

Educated girls/women

Impact upon the size of 

Zambia’s workforce ….?

Child marriages 

Impact upon Birth rate?

Impact upon health?

Impact upon Death rate?

Impact upon economy?
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213Bottom Up strategies……

•GOOD ….because

Cost to the government is ….

Benefits to the local people who need 

…..

The schemes are small scale and 

sustainable ……

•NOT SO GOOD because

Not everyone ……..

Volunteers eventually …….

If the aid from the charity stops/dries 

up then …..

What’s your take on this and why ….?



ARE LIDCS DESTINED TO STAY POOR?

Based upon our experiences of Zambia, what would you recommend to 

‘a n other’ LIDC that wishes to develop?

1. Encourage FDI

2. Produce more natural resources

3. Ask for international aid

4. Introduce more top down large scale projects

5. Allow more bottom up NGO projects

10 

mins

Which TWO would you reject immediately and why?

Which TWO would you recommend and why?



LEARNING IS SUCCESSFUL NOW I …

Know:

• A named example of a bottom up development strategy used in Zambia[2] 

• The advantages and disadvantages of the named scheme [3-4]

Understand:

• the social and economic impacts of the scheme [5]

• The extent to which it has delivered development for Zambia [6-9]



ONE THING I FOUND REALLY EASY TODAY WAS ……..
ONE THING I DON’T GET IS ………

1895 was the magic number today 

…. what has that got to do with 

Zambia?


